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Electric Clipper Limural K11S (silver)

Limural K11S electric hair clippers (silver)
Take care of your appearance without booking expensive visits to the barber and hairdresser. Limural K11S electric hair clipper performs
many functions,  meeting the  needs  of  the  whole  family.  With  its  help  you can cut  your  hair  and shorten your  beard.  Due to  its  quiet
operation and safe blades, the razor is also great for children and teenagers. The device attracts attention with its modern design, which
uses stainless steel construction. 
Effective and painless clipping 
The razor's sharp and durable blades ensure effective hair removal without pulling or causing irritation. With its help you can easily get
rid of both short and long hair, regardless of its thickness and type. The K11S is suitable not only for creating a scalp hairstyle, but also
for styling a mustache, beard or sideburns. It's safe, quiet and removes hair painlessly, so it's also suitable for children's haircuts.
Ergonomic and easy to use
The  Limural  K11S is  equipped with  an  LED screen  that  indicates  the  current  battery  level  or  the  need  for  oiling.  It  has  an  ergonomic
shape, so it fits well in the hand. Working with the razor is pleasant and, importantly, even a novice user can handle it.
Cordless operation for a long time 
The Limural K11S electric clippers allow cordless operation. This is a great solution for people who cut their own hair. The device works
for as much as 5 hours on a single charge, and a convenient battery replenishment is made possible by the included cable. So you can
charge the razor with a powerbank or computer. Note: The kit does not include an adapter.
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Everything you need
The Limural K11S electric razor comes with accessories that will  comprehensively take care of your good looks. Deciding on the K11S,
you gain  a  cape,  blade oil,  comb,  cleaning brush and USB cable.  The kit  also  includes  6  comb attachments  (3/6/10/13/16/19 mm) for
different hair lengths. The blade length can be adjusted from 0.5 mm to 1.7 mm.
Included:
Electric razor x1
USB cable x1
Cleaning brush x1
Comb x1
Blade oil x1
Comb attachments x6 (3/6/10/13/16/19 mm)
Pellet x1
Instruction manual x1
Manufacturer
Limural
Name
Electric Clipper Limural K11S
Model
K11S
Color
Silver
Material
Stainless steel
Operating time
5 h
Charging time
Approximately 3 h
LED display
Yes
Voltage range
100-240 V
Adapter output voltage
5 V max.
Adapter input voltage
100-240V~50/60Hz
Battery capacity
2500 mAh
Cable length
1.5 m

Price:

€ 34.50
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